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Marriage formation as a process intermediary between migration and childbearing

Jan M. Hoem ¹
Lesia Nedoluzhko ²

Abstract

In studies of differences in fertility between migrants and non-migrants, marriage interferes because migration can be motivated by an impending marriage or can entail entry into a marriage market with new opportunities. One would therefore expect elevated fertility after migration, although a competing theory states that on the contrary fertility ought to be reduced in the time around the move because migration temporarily disturbs the life of the migrant. In any case marriage appears as a process that is intermediary between migration and childbearing.

To handle such issues it pays to have a technique that allows the analyst to separate any disruptive effects of migration from any boosting effects of marriage in studies of childbearing. The purposes of the present paper are (i) to remind us that such a technique is available, in fact is straightforward, and (ii) to apply the technique to further analyze a set of data on migration and first-time parenthood in Kyrgyzstan recently used by the second author and Gunnar Andersson. The technique has the neat feature that it allows us to operate with several "clocks" at the same time. In the analysis of first births we keep track of time since migration (for migrants) and time since marriage formation (for the married) beside the respondent’s age (for women at childbearing ages); in other connections there may be more clocks. For such analyses we make use of a flexible graphical housekeeping device that allows the analyst to keep track of a feature like whether migration occurs before or after marriage, or at the same time. This is a half-century-old flow chart of statuses and transitions and is not much more complex than the famous Lexis diagram, which originated with Gustav Zeuner, as we now know. These reflexions were first presented at a symposium dedicated to Professor Zeuner³.

¹Max Planck Institute for Demographic Research, Rostock, Germany
²Max Planck Institute for Demographic Research, Rostock, Germany
³The Leopoldina symposium “Recent Challenges for Statistics in the Biosciences - 100 years after Gustav Zeuner”, Technische Universität Bergakademie Freiberg, Germany, January 9-11, 2008.
1. Introduction

In a recent study of the impact of internal migration on entry into parenthood in Kyrgyzstan, Nedoluzhko and Andersson (2007) (hereafter called N & A) found that the impact of the recorded cause of migration on a migrant’s first-birth hazard was only moderate except when the move was reported to have been made for marriage formation. Migration said to be for work, for study, to move with parents or family, or for some “other” reason, all roughly gave the same subsequent first-birth intensity, ceteris paribus, but people who moved for marriage had over three times as high a risk. (For a non-migrant the risk was around 1.4 higher than for the migrant who moved for some cause other than marriage formation.) When they ran a different model with marital status (married vs. not married) as a time-varying covariate instead of the cause of migration, married individuals turned out to have a first-childbearing risk as much as 30 times as high as unmarried individuals with similar characteristics. We see that marriage was an overwhelming prerequisite for parenthood in the study population. In the present brief paper we argue that one gets a better representation of the dynamics of the behavior if marriage is drawn into the analysis as an individual-level process in its own right and not just handled as a cause of migration or as a time-varying covariate.

To see how this can be done, consider the flow chart in Figure 1, where annotated boxes represent statuses and arrows stand for possible transitions between them. When we number the statuses from 0 to 4, as indicated, the transitions 0 → 2 and 1 → 3 represent marriage formation before and after migration, respectively, and the transitions 0 → 1 and 2 → 3 represent migration before and after marriage. The transition 0 → 3 represents a simultaneous change on both of these dimensions. Entry into State 4 corresponds to a first birth. For simplicity we only include first marriage and censor observations on marriage disruption. Extension to repeated marriage is straightforward. On any later migration the respondent is moved to an extended state space with the same transition intensities as in Figure 1.

For each of the possible transitions from any state i to any other state j there is some intensity (or hazard) \( \mu_{ij} \). We do not make it explicit in the notation, but each intensity depends on the individual’s age \( t \) and on a selected set of fixed and time-varying covariates, like ethnicity, place of birth, employment status, and so on. If we wanted to, we could study the marriage intensities \( \mu_{02} \) and \( \mu_{13} \) or the migration intensities \( \mu_{01} \) and \( \mu_{23} \) as well as the intensity \( \mu_{03} \) of migrating and marrying simultaneously; in fact we have done so but aim to report it elsewhere. In order not to disturb our main message, we concentrate on the first-birth intensities \( \varphi_0 = \mu_{04} \), \( \varphi_1 = \mu_{14} \), \( \varphi_2 = \mu_{24} \), and \( \varphi_3 = \mu_{34} \), which we have marked in the diagram. The simple geometry of the state space in Figure 1 and the closer specification of these four intensity functions are the keys to a technique that allows us to
handle the interplay between the three individual-level processes of migration, marriage, and childbearing. Age $t$ attained will serve as process time.

Statuses-and-transitions charts like the one in Figure 1 have been around for at least half a century and they are used in a number of disciplines for situations where there is some virtue in keeping track of several individual-level behavioral processes at the same time. The oldest appearance that we know of is a model for sickness, recovery, relapse, and death in a famous paper by Fix and Neyman (1951). The same schema is known to actuaries as the disability model (van Klinken 1959, Wolthuis 1994) and it has roots going back for over a hundred years (Karup 1893, Spangenberg 1911, Du Pasquier 1912/1913; for a version akin to Fix and Neyman, see Sverdrup 1965). The device has been used in demography (Hoem, e.g. 1970, 1976, 2001; Goméz de León and Potter 1989; Courgeau and Lelièvre 1989, 1992; Hinde 1998), in sociology (e.g., Tuma and Hannan 1984), in clinical medicine (e.g., Tolley et al. 1978, Manton and Stallard 1988), and in many other settings (e.g., Schweder 1970, Andersen 1985, Blossfeld and Rohwer 1995). We now show how this device can also be used to handle the operation of several time schedules (“clocks”) simultaneously.

2. Data

In their study of the connection between migration and childbearing, N & A (2007) used data from a survey called “Marriage, fertility, and migration in Kyrgyzstan”, conducted in 2005. In the survey, interviews were obtained with 756 men and 772 women at ages between 18 and 29. We use the same data and focus on the first birth (and later on the first conception) after age 15. Since men and women have such different childbearing patterns, we use the data for women only in this paper. For an account of the setting in Kyrgyzstan, please consult N & A (2007).

In the survey, information was collected about fixed features like ethnicity and date of birth as well as complete retrospective histories of parenthood, marriage, migration, education, and employment. All dates are given to the accuracy of a month. For recorded migration the origin and destination of the move was obtained, as was the cause of migration (“moved with parents/family”, “moved to marry”, for work, for study, or for “other reasons”).

Most of these covariates are pretty straightforward and probably need no further commentary beyond the specifications that appear in what follows, but the covariate we call ethnicity may need some explanation. For the analysis this covariate is coded as “European”, “russified Asian”, and “non-russified Asian”. Following Agadjanian and Qian (1997) we call Asians russified if they mostly communicate in Russian outside of their homes. Non-russified Asians mostly speak other languages than Russian outside of home,
Figure 1: Flow chart with basic statuses (boxes) and transitions (arrows)
mainly Kyrgyz. The Kyrgyz and Russians comprise an absolute majority (of around 90%) in the “Asian” and “European” subgroups of the study population, respectively. The idea to test the role of ethnicity as a background characteristic responsible for differentials in demographic behavior comes from previous research by N & A and their predecessors (Manning and Landale 1996, Agadjanian and Qian 1997, Agadjanian 1999, Katz 2001, Manning 2002, Agadjanian and Makarova 2003, Agadjanian et al. forthcoming). Ethnic differentials in demographic behavior, and particularly in fertility, can arise from group-specific differences in cultural values, norms and attitudes, and can reflect specific adjustment strategies developed by ethnic minorities. What we call 'russification' reflects the environment that individuals are exposed to, in that russified Asians are the most likely to communicate with Russians and are likely to live in the capital or in the surrounding region (especially in small towns of that region), where most Europeans reside. The importance of language (or rather the role of norms, values, and statuses associated with the language) in shaping demographic behavior has been emphasized again in a number of recent studies, e.g. by Finnäs (1997), Wetherell and Plakans (1997), and Yavuz (2006).

Individuals who had died before the interview or had left the country permanently after age 18, could not be interviewed of course, so our data are subject to an element of selectivity by virtue of survival in the study population (Ryder, 1965), the way survey data always are. As usual we shall not address any consequences of this feature, nor shall we pay attention to the oversampling made of ethnic minorities and of the underrepresented gender where there turned out to be a gender imbalance in the cluster sampling. Our interest is focused on other features of the data and of the analysis.

3. Technique and results for first births

In preparation of the specification of a simultaneous model of the four childbearing intensities \( \varphi_h \) (\( h = 0, 1, 2, 3 \)), let us define \( T_M \) as a respondent’s age at marriage and let \( T_G \) be the age at which she makes her first geographical move. This allows us to specify a generic first-birth intensity as follows:

\[
\ln \varphi(t) = y(t) + z_M(t - T_M) + z_G(t - T_G) + \text{more},
\]

where \( y(t) \) is the logarithm of a baseline intensity picking up the effect of age \( t \), \( z_M \) represents the effect of time since marriage, \( z_G \) represents the effect of time since first migration, and "more” represents the effects of other covariates, fixed and time-varying. (To make sure that \( T_M \) and \( T_G \) are defined for all respondents, let us give either one of them the value 99999 years, say, for a respondent for whom the corresponding event was not recorded in our data.) The two functions \( z_M \) and \( z_G \) are specified to have the value zero for negative arguments, i.e., \( z_M(\tau) = 0 \) for negative \( \tau \), and similarly for \( z_G \). Since
this means that \( z_M(t - T_M) = 0 \) for \( t < T_M \) and \( z_G(t - T_G) = 0 \) for \( t < T_G \). \( z_M \) and \( z_G \) are called “kick-in” functions in the parlance of Lillard and Panis (2003), the idea being that they “kick in” at the process time when their respective starting event occurs, while they have no effect before that time.

The formula (1) is a compact form of the following specification:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\ln \varphi_0(t) \\
\ln \varphi_1(t) \\
\ln \varphi_2(t) \\
\ln \varphi_3(t)
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
y(t) + \text{more}, \\
y(t) + z_G(t - T_G) + \text{more}, \\
y(t) + z_M(t - T_M) + \text{more}, \\
y(t) + z_M(t - T_M) + z_G(t - T_G) + \text{more}.
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(2)

In this manner \( \varphi_0(t) \) is made to depend on age \( t \) attained, \( \varphi_1(t) \) depends on age \( t \) and on time \( t - T_G \) since migration, \( \varphi_2(t) \) depends on age and on time \( t - T_M \) since marriage, and finally \( \varphi_3(t) \) depends on all three clocks. If a respondent migrated and married at the same time (i.e., in the same month in our data), she has \( T_M = T_G \).

Note that the functions \( y, z_M, \) and \( z_G \) are the same for all \( \varphi_h \), and we reckon that so is the quantity “more”, which for instance may have the form

\[
\text{more} = \sum_k \alpha_k x_k + \sum_l \beta_l w_l(t),
\]

(3)

where each \( x_k \) is a fixed covariate and each \( w_l(t) \) is a time-varying covariate. While this may gloss over some differentials, it lets us detect main patterns of behavior.

Following Lillard and Panis (2003) we have used linear splines for \( y, z_M, \) and \( z_G \) when we have fitted the first-birth intensity to our data, mainly because such functions are suitably flexible to pick up the main traits of the effects they represent. (Like N & A we could have used piecewise constant functions instead.) The function \( z_M \) picks up the effects both of the existence and of the duration of any marriage, and \( z_G \) functions correspondingly for migration.

As an experiment we have left out the kick-in functions in Model 1a of Table 1. Note how much higher fertility non-russified Asian women appear to have than European women and than russified Asian according to this model. A comparison with Model 1b, which includes the kick-in splines, shows that this apparently elevated fertility is a compositional effect which disappears when proper attention is paid to marriage formation.

Figure 2b contains a plot of the two kick-in splines. (There is no Figure 2a; we call the spline-function diagram Figure 2b in imitation of the model number.) As we see, the spline \( z_M \) in Model 1b has a single node at 12 months after marriage formation and \( z_G \) has two nodes, one at 24 months after migration and one at 36 months. We have experimented with more nodes and with moving the nodes to different locations, but this
has not given substantively different results. Figure 2b shows that married women have much higher fertility than other women, by a factor as much as around 40 twelve months after marriage formation. (The max-point on the curve for $z_M$ is $e^{3.68} = 39.7$.) The lower curve in the figure shows that childbearing is increased considerably for the first year-and-a-half after migration and also that there is a maintained moderate “super-risk” of childbearing for up to four years after the move.

For comparison with N & A we have also fitted a standard proportional-hazards model with marital status as a time-varying covariate and with migration experience represented in a similar manner (our Model 2 in Table 1). This model is very close to what N & A used as Model 2 in their appendix, but we only use the data for women and we include fewer covariates, so our coefficient estimates are somewhat different from theirs. With marital status at age $t$ as one of the $w_k(t)$ and with migration experience as another such covariate, the intensity model has the form $\ln \phi(t) = y(t) + \sum_k \alpha_k x_k + \sum_l \beta_l w_l(t)$. There are no kick-in splines, and this experimental model does not take into account duration since marriage or since migration. We get a relative risk of about 17 for women in their first marriage (as compared to never-married women, ceteris paribus). This is some kind of average of the exponentiated ordinates on the curve for $z_M$ in Figure 2b, which range between 4.5 and 40, approximately. We note that the other coefficient estimates in this model are roughly the same as in Model 1b; in particular it gets the relative fertility of non-russified Asian women right. In their main models, N & A incorporated duration since migration in their analysis but left out duration of marriage. With the wisdom of hindsight we prefer to focus on duration of marriage.

As a final comment on our general method, let us note that we have used three “clocks” in the analysis, namely age $t$ attained, time $t - T_G$ since migration, and time $t - T_M$ since marriage. For some purposes a separate “clock” for calendar time may also be useful, though we do not employ it here. For higher-order births (which we do not address in these reflections), one can include time since last previous birth in addition in a similar manner. (Sometimes this duration variable is used as the process time instead.)

4. Results for first conceptions

To facilitate comparison with N & A, the event whose occurrence intensity we analyze is first birth in Models 1a, 1b, and 2. This has the disadvantage that the time-varying covariates are measured at the time of (birth) occurrence, while more likely their values some months earlier are better determinants of such decisions as not to abort an unplanned pregnancy deliberately. Since the analyst does not really know when conception occurred, it is typically estimated roughly as a date nine months before the reported date of birth, or seven months before on the philosophy that the woman cannot be sure she is pregnant
before a couple of months into the pregnancy, and the final decision to bear the child will only be made when she is sure. This reasoning disregards both any lead time before the conception and the possibility of a subsequent miscarriage (which we do not record); briefly it is anticipatory of the event of childbearing, in that only pregnancies that lead to a live birth are taken into account. However all this may be, we have carried out an analysis of first conceptions parallel to the one for first births in our Model 1b, counting the “date of conception” as seven months before the birth recorded. (Studying conceptions is standard demographic practice.) We have used the same model specification as in Model 1b, have listed the outcome as Model 1c in Table 1, and have plotted the kick-in splines in Figure 2c. (The numbering is made by design so that we can take ‘b’ to stand for “birth” and ‘c’ to stand for conception.) Table 1 shows that it does not much matter for most regression coefficients which of the two models we choose, and Figures 2b and 2c show the same for the kick-in splines, except possibly that details in the left tail of the splines in Figure 2c may seem slightly more sensible as representations of the duration effects.

Figure 2b: Kick-in splines \( z_M \) and \( z_G \) for first birth (Model 1b) by months since the initiating event (marriage or migration, respectively). Standardized for age, ethnicity, education, and employment. Women in Kyrgyzstan

![Figure 2b: Kick-in splines](http://www.demographic-research.org)
Table 1: Relative risks in the intensity of birth/conception of the first child. Women in Kyrgyzstan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Relative risk</th>
<th>Model 1a</th>
<th>Model 1b</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 1c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russified Asian</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-russified Asian</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not employed</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational attainment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In education</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational level completed:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>general secondary</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vocational or higher</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never married</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In first marriage</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migration experience</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not migrated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migrated</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
Model 1a. First birth, without kick-in splines for the effects of marriage and migration.
Model 1b. With such splines (first birth).
Model 2. Without splines (first birth). With marital status and migration experience as time-varying covariates.
Model 1c. Model for first conceptions, with kick-in splines.
All substantial differences are strongly significant ($p = 0.01$ or better).
Figure 2c: Kick-in splines $z_M$ and $z_G$ for first conception (Model 1c) by months since the initiating event (marriage or migration, respectively).
Standardized for age, ethnicity, education, and employment.
Women in Kyrgyzstan

5. The road ahead

One advantage with the approach we use is that it easily generates more complex intensity models. One can re-specify the expression in (3), introduce interactions at will, let the intensities $\varphi_h$ have separate (instead of common) kick-in splines, add the possibility of non-marital cohabitation, and so on, restricted only by the size and quality of the data set, by any underlying substantive theory taken into consideration, and by the imagination of the investigator. For the purpose of displaying the potential of the flow chart the most interesting extension is to subdivide transitions from State 3 to State 4 in Figure 1 according to mode of entry into State 3, as indicated in Figure 3. The single first-birth intensity $\varphi_3$ will then be replaced by three intensities, called $\varphi_{3a}$, $\varphi_{3b}$, and $\varphi_{3c}$, say, defined according to whether marriage occurred before or after migration, or at the same time. This flexibility of the flow chart allows us to pick up a variant of theories frequently found in work on the connection between migration and fertility.

This connection is regularly described by hypotheses about socialization, adaptation,
selectivity, and disruption. The socialization hypothesis posits that the fertility of migrants is influenced by preferences formed during early socialization and therefore is colored by the childbearing behavior of the sending population. The adaptation hypothesis says that migrant fertility depends rather on factors related to the receiving population. The selection hypothesis suggests that migrants have characteristics that are conducive to migration and that also impact on childbearing behavior. Finally the disruption hypothesis stipulates that their fertility is reduced in the time around the move because migration temporarily disturbs the life of the migrant. N & A test these hypotheses with their data.

In the spirit of such theories one might hypothesize

(i) that respondents who married before migration tend to have fertility more strongly colored by behavior in the sending population (in line with the socialization hypothesis) because presumably both partners most often come from the same setting and are likely to have some experience of marital life in this setting,
(ii) that respondents who married after migration tend to have fertility more like people in the receiving population (in line with the adaptation hypothesis), and
(iii) perhaps that respondents who moved and married in the same month tend have childbearing behavior temporarily more strongly disturbed by the move than others (in line with the disruption hypothesis) or conversely that they often moved because they wanted/expected a child soon and therefore have elevated fertility after the change-over (in line with a hypothesis of positive selection).

Whatever the underlying theory may be, we have estimated $\varphi_{3a}$, $\varphi_{3b}$, and $\varphi_{3c}$ separately (using separate kick-in splines) but have found no essential difference between the three of them nor between any one of them and the birth intensity $\varphi_2$ of the married non-migrants. (We plan to provide further details of these empirical comparisons elsewhere.) We suppose that either the distinctions are not strong in reality, or perhaps that the data set is too small to support such distinctions. We also believe that one needs to draw in more information than what we have done, particularly data on the origin and destination of the moves (which we have available but have not used in this paper), or even better: data on the geographical location of the marriage partner. (If both partners lived in the sending population before marriage, they are perhaps more likely to conform to its behavior than if they lived in separate locations.) If it turns out that we need to study each combination of regions of origin and destination, there will be $r(r-1)$ separate analyses when there are $r$ regions. (N & A operate with three regions, and this alone may give up to six connected analyses.) Most likely such subdivision would highlight the need for a bigger data set even more strongly, however, and we are not prepared to pursue these ideas at the present stage. We leave it to future research based on more extensive data sets to assess the value of existing migration theory. We believe that our set-up will prove to be a useful tool in such an assessment. Meanwhile we regard these experiments as a check on the goodness of fit of the more parsimonious model (2).
Figure 3: Flow chart with subdivision of State 3 according to the timing of marriage relative to migration
6. Discussion

These reflections have been inspired by the current literature on the connections between migration and fertility, summarized recently by Milewski (2007) and by Nedoluzhko and Anderson (2007). Our main purpose is to provide a reminder of the usefulness and flexibility of a simple flow chart of the kind displayed in Figures 1 and 3, which we hope will be given more attention in the many other fields in which it also has application. (Cf. the end of our introductory section.)

Our particular application shows how one can easily make the role of an intermediary process (marriage formation) explicit in a situation where interest so far has focused on how one behavioral process (migration) influences another behavioral process (childbearing) while the third process only lurks in the background and "disturbs" the relationship between the first two processes. We have described how such a situation can be analyzed with confidence and how intellectual control is maintained by means of the flow chart, which can also serve as a vehicle for further development of the models involved. Despite the fact that the flow chart has been on the books for half a century or more, it still deserves more attention than it normally gets in current empirical research. Investigators may not always have been interested in (or aware of) such an analytic approach, where a feature is decomposed into its constituent parts. Their purpose may rather have been to find the total effect of migration on fertility, much as an epidemiologist may sometimes not (or not only) want to assess direct and indirect effects but aim to establish total effects. (For recent contributions to the flowering literature on these issues in epidemiology, see Pearl 2001, Petersen et al. 2006, Didelez 2007, 2008, and Fosen et al. 2006ab. Fosen et al. 2006b contains a particularly instructive worked-out example.) A clarification in the spirit of such contributions needs to sort out not only the causal relations between migration, marriage, and childbearing, but also to draw in the covariates used in our models, and in particular to incorporate our time-varying covariates as behavioral processes in their own right, much as we have done here for marriage formation. Venturing further into such waters must wait for another occasion, however.
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